COMMONWEALTH FAMILY COURTS:
SOME LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL
IMPLICATIONS
By H. A.

FINLAY·

I.-Family Courts and the Matrimonial Causes Power
Commonwealth
.
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The announcement by the former Attorney-General, Mr. T. E. F.
Hughes, at a meeting of Attorneys-General on July 9, 1970 that .the
Commonwealth Government was investigating the possibility of introducing a system of family courts into Australia1 and that a senior officer
of his Department would visit overseas countries to study the operation
of such courts has raised a number of questions as to the possible form
that they would be likely to take. Since then, the officer concemed
has made his investigation and returned, and there has been a change
in the occupancy of the office of Attorney-General. Apart from that
slender factual background there can be only speculation. From speculation one turns to a consideration of the legal and constitutional framework within which the Commonwealth's power to manoeuvre is to be
found. It is the existence of that framework and the limitations it
brings with it that distinguishes Australia's position from that of most
overseas countries. That circumstance alone will of necessity- influence
any action the Commonwealth may be minded to take in the direction
of family courts.
The power ·of the Commonwealth to deal with matters of family
law derives in the main from two of the placita of section 51 of the
Constitution, namely (xxi.) and (xxii.).2 The ambit of that power was
discussed in a recent issue. of this ReviewS and the present discussion
in a sense begins where the other left off. The learned authors of
that article came to the conclusion that the Commonwealth, in the
field of marriage and matrimonial causes as in other fields, had been
*B.A. (Land.), LL.B. (Tas.); Barrister-at-Law; Senior Lecturer in Law,
Monash University.
1 The Age, July 10, 1970.
. .
2 The Constitution provides in s. S 1 that the Parliament' shall, subject to the
Constitution, have power to make laws for the . peace, order, and good
government of the Commonwealth ''with respect to: . . . (xxi.) marriage;
(xxii.) divorce and matrimonial causes; and in relation thereto, parental rights,
and the custody and guardianship of infants."
3 R. Sackville and C. Howard: "The Constitutional Power of the Commonwealth to Regulate Family Relationships" (1970) 4 F.L. Rev. 30.
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reluctant to "utilize its legislative powers to the full".4 After characterising as unsatisfactory the continuing division .of family law into State and
Commonwealth spheres5 and as wasteful and costly the manoeuvering
that the existing division into two jurisdictions, State and federal, brings
about,6 the paper examines the limits of the powers of the Commonwealth in this area. The authors point out'l that in addition to the
powers underplacita (xxi.) and (xxii.), other powers are available
that "can be used to affect family law". For examples, they point to
the territories power,8 to the power under placitum (xxv.) relating to
the recognition of interstate laws and judicial proceedings, and to
the po\ver to invest State courts with federal jurisdiction.9 The ·effect
of these powers upon family law, however, cannot be anything but
incidental or marginal-a view evidently shared by the authors themselves. It is submitted that any extension of Commonwealth legislation
into additional areas in reliance solely upon such marginal powers
cannot result in a comprehensive coverage of the field of family law
as such and that they ~re t1?-erefore of insufficient· practical significance
in the present context to warrant extensive discussion.
In their article, the learned authors advocate the view that the
Commonwealth both can and should step boldly into peripheral areas
such as the enforcement of foreign maintenance orders, settlement of
matrimonial property disputes and maintenance of illegitimate children.
"State" maintenance of wives and cbildren10 is another. Such an
extension, it seems, would have the support of Windeyer J.,11 while
both Kitto'J.u and Taylor J.13 have referred to the widening conception
of the matrimonial causes power. The·leamed authors argue, by analogy
with existing extensions that have been recognised in relation to the
marriage power, that there is, or may be, a power in the Commonwealth
"to create a matrimonial settlement jurisdiction anterior to the institution
of proceedings for a decree of dissolution, nullity or judicial·~ separa-

tion."!'"
"'Ibid.
ald., 36.
Old., 38.
'lId., 39~n. 31.
8 Constitution s. 122.
9 Constitution s. 77 (iii.).
10 That is, arising otherwise than in the course of a matrimonial cause and
depending therefore, if within power at all, on placitum (xxi.) rather than on
placitum (xxii.).
11 Attorney-General for Victoria v. Commonwealth (Marriage Act case)
(1962) 107 C.L.R. 529, 580-581.
12 Lansell v. Lansell (1964) 110 C.L.R. 353, 363.

131d.,366.
(1970) 4 P.L. Rev.
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These views, it is submitted, are entirely persuasive in relation to
matrimonial causes. The starting point when considering any extension
of that power is obviously the power itself. But if "matrimonial cause"
is regarded as a term of art it has always lacked authoritative and
exhaustive definition.. In modem usage it is commonly defined as
meaning "any action for divorce, nullity of marriage, judicial separation,
jactitation of marriage or restitution of conjugal rights".15 But this
definition .appears to rest upon the statutory and arbitrarily, limited
definition ·that was written into the first· Matrimonial Causes Act of
185716 and embodied ~ subsequent legislation.17 There is, usage apart,
no reason to suppose that definition to be exhaustive or exclusive. It was
held in Jacks v. Wilkie and Jacks18 that a claim for damages for
adultery was a matrimonial cause. In Johnson v. Johnson19 it was contended that the expression included an application to petition for divorce
within three years of marriage, which required the leave of a judge
acting upon discretionary grounds.20 The decision did not, in fact, go
as far as to recognise such an extension, since the Court of .Appeal was
able to decide the question in issue without deciding that matter.
The Court of Appeal preferred to characterize the proceedings as
"connected with" a matrimonial cause rather •than as a matrimonial
cause. But the possibility that it might be a matrimonial cause was
expressly left open, and it is clear that all three Lord Justices were
inclined to favour such an interpretation.21 Indeed the term "matrimonial
cause" is not, it is submitted, a term of art but may be regarded, in
a wider sense, as a particular exemplification of a "cause". If a cause
is a "suit, action,m~E~.. _<?,~_, .,Qfu~t~ _~~~_':!1i] arI>r~~_~<!~g-.,~QIIlpetent1y
brou@t~~e!Of~_,~<["U~gaJed"in~a p~c:ulai_Couit",22 then there is much
to 'be said in favour of adopting Lord Jowitt's definition of matrimonial
causes (as distinct from "matrimonial cause" in the statutory sense)
15 Halsbury, Laws of England, (3rd ed.) Vol. 12, 213, para. 391; Jowitt,
Dictionary of English Law, Vol. II, 1155.
16 Matrimonial Causes Act 1857 (U~K.), s. 6.
11 Judicature Act 1925 (U.K.), s. 225.
18 [1961] P. 135.
19 [1952] P. 47.
20 Cf. Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth), s. 43.
21 [1952] P. 47, 52, per Somervell LJ.; id., 54, per Jenkins L.I.; and id.•
55, per Hodson L.I. The decision in Sweet v. Bishop of Ely [1902] 2 ·Ch. S08
in .which it was held that proceedings for a separation order taken in a Court
of Petty Sessions were not 'a matrimonial cause is no obstacle to an extension
of the concept of "matrimonial cause", since the decision in that case rested
again on the legislative definition and not on any inherent limitation upon the
concept.
2~Green v. Lord Penzance (1881) 6 App. Cas. 657, 671 per Lord
Selbome, L.C.
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as "suits for the redress of injuries respecting the rights of marriage".23
Indeed the Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth) itself has in
one sense gone appreciably beyond the traditional and limited definition
contained in the English Matrimonial Causes Act of 1857. The five
categories of matrimonial cause contained in paragraph (a) of the
definition of matrimonial cause in section 5 ( 1) of the Matrimonial
Causes Act 1959 correspond .to the traditional and original categories..
But an examination of the further categories contained in paragraphs
(b) , (c) , (d) and (e) of section 5{ 1) reveals that they all either
relate to matters ancillary to those dealt with in paragraph (a) or are
incidental to or connected with them. There appears to be no prin.
ciple which· would prevent the extension of the ambit of the Matrimonial
Caus.es Act 1959 to encompass such other matters as may legitimately
be said to fall within the meaning of that term in a wide and logical
sense..

fl..-The Adversary Approach to Matrimonial Causes and the Judicial
Power of the Commonwealth
Whether a narro\v, or a wide definition of matrimonial cause be
adopted, the predominant characteristic that is common to them all is
that a matrimonial cause is concerned with a lis inter partes. This view
is based upon the traditional view of dissolution of marriage as the
subject matter of a lis. It comes into being on the basis of an injury done
by one party .to the other, whereupon the vindication of a legal right
tbat is vested by .law in the latter becomes a matter for judicial adjudication and curial enforcement. It presupposes a conflict .and implies
a contest between the·parties.. Nevertheless, it was always recognised that
other interests were also at stake, viz. the interests of the children of a
marriage and, in a general sense, of society as a whole, since its framework was said to rest upon the family. These latter considerations
forced upon the courts a vigilant function, to discharge which the
framework of the lis inter partes was maintained, even where the parties
might have been entirely ad idem and might have preferred to proceed
by consent and even to have taken the matter ·out of the bands of the
courts aItogether.24
This traditional mode of procedure, so far as Australia is concerned,
has another implication which is relevant to the question of family
courts and to any recasting of the traditional methods of dealing with
matrimonial causes, namely the exercise of the judicial power of the
Commonwealth and the limits imposed upon it by the Constitution.
Jowitt, Dictionary of English Law, Vol. II, 1155.
Compare the observations of Lord Devlin in a related matter in Official
Solicitor v.. K. [1963] 3 All B.R.. 191, 210.
23

24

-
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It is indeed impossible to consider family courts or, in 'a wider sense~
the institutional framework for dealing with marriage breakdown,
in isolation and apart from the framework of the substantive· law on
this topic. So long as matrimonial causes remain a matter for adjudication by courts in the exercise of a· judicial function, the requirements ·of
Chapt~r III of ·the Constitution must continue to be observed. That
is to say, they must be dealt with either by federal courts set up under
section 71, or by State courts invested with federal jurisdiction
under section 77(iii.) of the Constitution. So far, the expedient that bas
been adopted has been the latter, except in relation to the Territories
which are, however, in terms of federal power, "a disparate and· nonfederal matter".25 This expedient has worked well, on the whole. The
Supreme Courts of the States traditionally have been "the repositories
of the common law in Australia"26 and of its techniques of adjudication.
They have been modelled· on the English High Court of Judicature,
and both the laws and the rul~s of practice of the several States, as
well as of the Commonwealth, sharing, as they did, a common ancestry,
have been sufficiently similar to on'e another to present no unusual
difficulties when the courts, of one jurisdiction were asked to administer
the laws of another. This presented fewer problems in a jurisdiction like
matrimonial causes since the State Matrimonial Causes Acts had been
no exception to. the phenomenon of a generic resemblance exhibited
by many Australian laws inter se, which, like the Matrimonial Causes
Act 1959, were the common progeny of the English Matrimonial Causes
Act of 1857 and its successors.
Since the introduction of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1959 there
have indeed been instances of divergent practices in the administration
of the new law in the several States. Attention has been drawn to
some of them by J. N. Turner in such matters as discretion statements, the approach to the ground of cruelty, and the interpretation
o~ the phrase "exceptional hardship or exceptional depravity".27 Another
example has arisen with regard to petitions for restitution of conjugal
rights, ·the incidence of which has been much higher, in relation to
population and to matrimonial causes generally, in New South Wales
and .South Australia than in the other States.!8 But such variations
may be explained by factors like the habits of the judiciary and of
practitioners, or the fact that where twoaltemative practices are
25 Attorney-General of the Commonwealth v. The Queen (The Boilermaker~
case) (1957) 95 C.L.R. 529, 545.
26 Mr N. Bowen, Attomey-General for the Commonwealth, 18 May, 1967,
1967 H.R. Deb. 2336.
27 "Separate Lives and S. 28(m)U (1970) 2 A.C.L.R. 2, 3, D. 16.
28 Information supplied by the Commonwealth Statistician.
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equally open in relation to the same enactment, one Supreme Court
may choose one without binding other Supreme Courts to do likewise.
Such differences in practice, undesirable and inconvenient though
they may be, are, for the most part, minor in nature and of relatively
little consequence. Where this is not so, it is open to the High Court to
correct mistakes and to achieve uniformity,29 or for the Parliament to
intervene with amending legislation. An example of the former occurred
recently in .Kotsis v. Kotsis3° which put an end to a conflict in -practice
existing in New· South Wales and South Australia as to the exercise
of part of the matrimonial causes jurisdiction by· officers, as distinct from
judges, of the Supreme COurts.31

III.-The Adversary Approach to Divorce and the Concept of Fault
The adversary approach to divorce almost necessitated, of course, a
procedure under which the courts would scrutinise very strictly any
application for dissolution of marriage. The fact that it might be
undefended, and even by consent, merely required the courts to be
especially vigilant, lest there be collusion or connivance. Historically,
the notion of indissoluble marriage, modified in and after 1857, raised
a prima facie presumption against dissolution. That presumption may
be characterised as having had, as its basis, considerations of a public
policy based on the preservation of marriage and, through it, of society
which was based upon this institution.· The dilemmawmch arose
between indissolubility and dissolution was indeed recognised. The
Report of the Royal Commission of 185332 points to the dangers
proceeding from either. Indissolubility was "productive ofa general
connivance at infidelity,and consequently of a general dissoluteness
of manners".sa Divorce, on the other hand, was at "variance with the
institution of marriage"t which was intended to "protect children. from
the inconstancy of parentsUand "helpless females" from "the inconstancy of husbands".34 The Commission found the arguments of
Lord Stowell (against, allowing cruelty as a basis for dissolving
marriages) "absolutely unanswerable". This attitude is epitomised by
Lord· Stowell's judgme.ntin Evans v. Evans: S5
29 Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth), 55. 91 and 93, which· provide
for cases stated and for special leave to appeal from judgments, decrees or orders
of State. Supreme Courts under the Act, respectively.
30 (1971) 4S A.L.J.R. 62. See also Knight v. Knight (1971) 45 A.L.J.R. 315.
31 Cf. Nicholls v. Nicholls [1962] S.A.S.R. 290, Ullrich v. Ullrich [1969]
S.A.S.R. 107, Thomas' v.Thomas ]1969] S.A.S.R. 177.
32 C. 1604.
331d., 12..
341bid.
35 1 Hag. Con. 35; 16tH.R. 466.
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The general happiness of the married life is secured by its indissolubility. When people understand that they must live together,
except fora very few.reasons known to the law, they learn to
soften by mutual accommodation that yoke which they know theycannot shake off; they become good husbands and good wives from
the necessity of remaining husbands and wives; for necessity is
a powerful master in teaching the duties which it imposes.36
Hence the old ecclesiastical doctrine of recrimination or compensatio
criminis, the rationale for which was expressed by Lord Stowell as "a
set off of equal guilt",37 preventing a spouse from obtaining a decree
on the ground of the other spouse's adultery, if the petitioning spouse
had likewise been guilty of adultery. As Lord Stowell elaborated the .
sentiment: "It is not unfitting if he, who is the guardian of the purity of
his own house, has converted it into a brothel, that he should not be
allowed to complain of the pollution which he himself has introduced; if
he, who has first violated his marriage vow, should be barred of his
remedy: the parties may live together, and.find sources of mutual forgiveness in the humiliation of mutual guilt."38

While recrimination in its original form did not survive in English

law beyond 1857, its ghost has continued to haunt divorce ever since.
This is to be found in the proviso conferring upon courts a discretion
to refuse a decree in a case where it is found that a petitioner has
committed adultery39 whereas otherwise the establishment of a ground
raises a prima facie presumption in favour of dissolution.4o

lV.-From Fault to Breakdolvn
Until the early nineteen-twenties the use of the discretion to refuse
a decree on the ground of the petitioner's adultery was still verj much
influenced by considerations based on the need for a petitioner to
come to the court with clean hands,.41 It was seen as a weapon against
immorality, and the courts deprecated a loose and unfettered discretion.42
361d., 36-37; 161 E.R.467.
37 Beeby v. Beeby, 1 Hag. Ecc. 789, 790; 162 E.R. 75S, 756.
38 Ibid.
39 Matrinlonial Causes ·Act 1857 (U.K.), s. 31; Matrimonial Causes Act
1959-1966 (Cth), s. 41 (a).
40 Matrimonial Causes Act 1857 (U.K.), s. 31; Matrimonial Causes Act
1959-1966 (Cth), s. 69. Recrimination as a peremptory bar continued to exist
much longer in other jurisdictions, for example in California where it only
came to an end in 1952 an a result of the decision in De Burgh v. De Burgh
(1952) 39 Cal. 2d. 858; 250 P. 2d. 598.
41 Otway v. Otway [1888] 13 P.D. 141.
42 Morgan v. Morgan and Porter (1869) L.R. 1 P. D. 644, 646-7; Constantinidi v. Constantinidi and Lance [1905] P. 253; Hines v. Hines and Burdett
[1918] P. 364; cf. Apted v. Apted and Bliss [1930] P. 246, especially at p. 259,
for a review of the cases.
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But from the early years of the twentieth century new insights began
to. emerge and different considerations were applied in relation to the
demands of· the public interest. In the twenty five year period following ·the First World War the emphasis began to shift towards a recognition of other interests. These were the interests of the various
parties involved in the broken marriage, including the extra-marital
partners of either or both parties, and of the children, both of the
marriage or marriages of those implicated and of any extra-marital
unions involved. For the realities of the twentieth century, the growing
social and ·economic emancipation of women, the realities of city
living and the lessening public disapproval of illicit unions .and of
illegitimacy have shown the solution envisaged by Lord Stowell, that
guilty parties should live together and find solace in each other's
turpitude, to have become completely inadequate, and out of step with
present day morality. The House of Lords at last put the seal of
public toleration, if not of approval, upon that change in attitudes
in its celebrated judgment in Blunt v. Blunt.43 That judgment recognised the fact that circumstances might exist in which it was .contrary to public policy to insist on the maintenance of a marriage which
had utterly broken down, a consideration which it regarded as of
primary importance and which had to be weighed against other considerations such "as the binding sanctity of marriage. Blunt v. Blunt was
followed by the High Court of Australia in Henderson v. Henderson,44
but it had been anticipated some twenty years earlier by the Supreme
Court of New Zealand. in Ladder v. Loddeyl5 and Mason v. Mason. 46
It is easy to see that this development in .attitude towards the. fault
as against the breakdown bases of divorce has not stopped there. The
acceptance of marital breakdown without fault.has made, and continues
to make, rapid strides. forward. Some very significant developments in
that direction have. taken place in recent years. In England the introduction of "insanitytt as a divorce" ground47 in 1937 marked a
monumental step forward in that direction.48 In 1959, the enactment
of the Matrimonial Causes Act by the· Commonwealth saw the abandonment of fault as a necessary ingredient in the law of constructive
[19431 A.C. 517.
(1948) 76 C.L.R. 529.
45[1921] N.Z.L.R. 876.
46 [1921] N.Z.L.R.. 9505.
47 A. P. Herbert's Divorce Bill.
See A~ P. Herbert, The Ayes Have It
(1938), Appendix II.
48 Although anticipated by New Zealand as long ago as 1908, followed by
.Western Australia in 1911 and Victoria and Tasmania in 1919.
:43
44
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desertion49 after the Privy Council's decision in Lang v. LangSO had
demonstrated the artificiality surrounding the analysis of constructive
intention in relation to animus deserendi, and the decision of the High
Court of Australia in Magaard v. Magaard 51 had shown the inadequacy
of the law in dealing with cases of constructive desertion· where the
necessary animus could not be proved. More importantly, it saw the
introduction, against considerable opposition,52 ot the ground of
separation fortive years5S-the first statistically significant breakdown
ground.54 Then in 1963 came the two decisions of the House of Lords
in Gollins v. Gollins55 and Williams v. WiliiamsM which fre.ed the ground
of cruelty from the requirement of intent. Since then England has
adopted the Divorce Reform Act 1969, abolishing all previously exist~
ing grounds and creating a single new ground of "irretrievable breakdown", although it seems that fault may still continue to play a
significant part in the establishment of some of the tests by which that
ground is constituted.sf A clearer case of unequivocal acceptance of
breakdown appears to be the new CaIiforniandivorce lawS8 . which also
abolished all previous grounds and substituted two new grounds, neither
of them based on fault. They are "incurable insanity"s9 and "irreconcilable differences which have caused the irremediable breakdown of the
marriage".60 These are clear instances of breakdown. without fault, .
although not shutting out the possibility of fault, as ascertained by the
finding of the court. This appears from the definition of "irreconcilable
differences" in the Act: "Irreconcilable differences are those grounds
which are determined by the court to be substantial reasons for not
continuing the marriage "and which make it appear that the marri.age
should be dissolved".61 The previous law was in theory based partly
Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth)~ s. 29.
[1955] A.C. 402.
(1958) 99 C.L.R. 1.
52 For example, see the speech of Mr Arthur Calwell. on the introduction of
the ground: (1959) 25 H.R. Deb. 2697.
53 Matrimonial Causes Act 1959, s. 28(m).
54 Pioneered in New Zealand in 1920 (Divorce and Matrimonial Causes
Amendment Act 1920 (N.Z.), s. 4) and adopted in Western Australia in
1945 (Supreme Court Amendment Act 1945 (W.A), s. 2) and, in somewhat
different form, in South Australia in 1938 (Matrimonial Causes Amendment
Act 1938 (S.A.».
55 [1964] A.C. 644.
56 [1964] A.C. 698.
51 See B. Passingham, The Divorce Reform Act 1969 (1970); Olive Stone~
"Moral Judgments and Material Provision in Divorce" (1969) 3 Fam. L. Q.
371; C. M. Butler, "A Sole Ground for Divorce" (1971) 45 A.LJ. 168.
sa Family Law Act of 1969.
59 CC 4506 (2).
GOCC 4506 (1).
61CC 4507.
49
50
51
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on fault and partly on breakdown, much in the way that Australian
law is at present. In their administration of the law, however, it appears
that the courts were prepared to act upon the slenderest evidence in
-finding fault to have been established.82 .
Having seen such rapid recent progression in public attitudes to
divorce it is not altogether fanciful to suppose that mutual consent
will sooner or later become acceptable in the Australian community as
a ground for divorce. Indeed one of the tests of irretrievable- breakdown in the English Divorce Reform Act of 1969 can already be
described as divorce by mutual consent in a modified form. 63 At least
one similar proposal is known to have been made in Australia,64 but
so far, no legislative or political proposals appear to have been made in
this direction.
Developments of the kind indicated must pose- the question in
sharpened form as to whether the present adversary form of proceedings
is appropriate for dealing with matrimonial problems. Present -law as
well as present procedure in Australia continues to operate on this
basis, even though the great majority of cases nowadays are undefended.
In point of fact the parties may be in complete agreement as to
a divorce, yet they are forced to maintain the fiction of moral affront
and injured innocence and to go through with the charade of litigation.
If collusion takes place--and one wonders just what proportion of
desertions are really cases of collusive separation, whereby the waiting
time is abbreviated from five- years to two-one would say that such
collusion is virtually suggested to the parties by the law itself. On the
other hand, if the courts could proceed by way of an inquisition into
a given -marriage upon the assumption that dead marriages are
contrary to the public interest, -the way would be open to a winding up
of broken marriages in a manner more nearly related to the reality
of -the situation and better designed to achieve socially positive results_
V.-Inquisition into Marriage Breakdown
If it is agreed that the participation of experts drawn from disciplines
outside the law is desirable in helping to deal with marriage breakdown,
-

,

Cf. H. A. Finlay, "Family Courts: Gimmick or Panacea?" (1969) 43
A.L.I. 602, 604; H. H. Kay, "A Family Court: The California Proposal" (1968)
56 Cat Law Rev. No. 4 1:205, 1218-1219; Foote, Levy & Sander, Cases and
Materials on Family Law (1966) -686.. 694.
63Divorce Reform Act 1969 (U.K.), s. 2(1): '7he court-hearing a petition
for divorce shall not hold the marriage to have broken down irretrievably
;unless the petitioner satisfies the court of one or more of the following facts
that is to saY-Cd) that the parties to the marriage have lived.apart for a
continuous period of at least two years immediately preceding the presentation
of the petition and the respondent consents to a decree being- granted."
64 Mr Ray Watson, Q.C., in a paper delivered to a meeting of the Sydney
Law Graduates' Association, June 1969.
62
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the next question to be answered is as· to what form the organisation
to bring these experts together should take. The concept of a family
court is a very· flexible one that lends itself to a considerable variety
of interpretation.6S At the very least one would assume that it would
have available to it some of the experts to whom itm.aywish to refer
particular problems. Indeed, it could be said that some rudimentary
features of a system that. includes inquisitorial procedures already
exist under the Matrimonial Causes Act 1959. These are, for example,
the provisions favouring reconciliation in Part III of the Act, allowing for
attempts at reconciliation either by a judge or, on the nomination of
a judge, by marriage guidance organisations or counsellors or other
suitable persons.66 The Act in fact expressly places all courts exercising the matrimonial causes jurisdiction under a positive duty ·'to give
consideration, from time to time, to the possibility·of a reconciliation
of the parties to the marriage".61 Next, there is the provision allowing
a court to obtain reports from welfare officers on matters relevant
to proceedings involving· the custody of children68 and it has been
held that this power may be exercised by courts of their own motion.69
Another pointer to a departure from an •adversary procedure is the
certificate of means,70 the provisions relating to compulsory CODferences;n and the requirement placed upon solicitors to. bring reconciliation provisions to the notice of their clients."
But while these provisions may be thought to indicate a developing
tendency towards an inquisitorial procedure, experience so far has
not.· lent much encouragement to any hopes that. a transformation of
the present system is imminent The reconciliation provisions of the
65 For discussions of some of the features that a family court could have
see J. M. B.iggs, "Stability of Marriage-a Family Court?'· (1961) 34 A.L.J.
343; Colin Howard, "Matrimonial Conciliation" (1962) 36 A.L.J. 148; H. A.
Finlay, "Family Courts-Gimmick or Panacea?'· (1969) 43 A.L.J. 602;
Brigitte M. Bodenheimer, "Reflections on the Future of Grounds for Divorce"
(1968) 8 J. Fam. L. 178; Elizabeth D. Dyson & Richard B. Dyson, "Family
Courts in the United States" (1968) 8 J. Fam. L. 505, (1969-70) 9 J. Pam. L. 1;
Paul McLane Conway, "To Insure Domestic Tranquility: Reconciliation .Services
as an Alternative to the Divorce Attorney'· (19·69..70) 9 J. Fam. L. 408.
86 Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth), s. 14.
611d., s. 14(1).
681d., s. 85(2).
69 Reeves v. Reeves [1961] V.R. 481, 2 F.L.R. 26; Votskos v. Votskos· [1967]
V.R. 569 (1967) 10 F.L.R. 219; Sing v. Muir (1969) 16 F.L.R. 211, noted
(1970) 4 F.L. Rev. 172; cf. H. A. Finlay. "Natural Justice in Custody Proceedings" (1970) 2. A.C.L.R.94; but see Staats v. Staats (1970) 16 F.L.R.
279 as to the probative value of such evidence, and the limitations that it
implies.
70 Matrimonial Causes Rules, rule 212.
'71 Id., rules 165.. 169.
721d., rule 15, Forms 3, 3A.
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Act, for instance, have rarely been invoked and the prevailing consensus of opinion seems to be that they have accomplished very little.13·
Certainly they have not measured. up to the high hopes entertained for
them in the Parliament when they were first enacted in 1959."14
Similarly, the power. of courts to call for welfare officers' reports has, it
seems, been used sparingly and opinion has not. been- unanimous in
giving a wide and unrestricted effect to it 75
As against these timid beginnings there are views like those of Mr.
Justice Barber of the Supreme Court of Victoria who has advocated
"the establishment of a new tribunal for matrimonial causes to determine
the merits of the parties, their rights to dissolution, the custody and
general welfare of children, and the rights of parties to property as well
as questions of maintenance."78 Such a tribunal would be a family court
under the chairmanship of a'lawyer, but including among its personnel
psychiatric and social welfare workers and such other experts as might
be required from time to time.
VI.-Marriage Breakdown and the Judicial Power of the Commonwealth
The next question that arises is whether the power of the Commonwealthto deal with marriage, divorce and matrimonial causes
would enable it to establish family courts of this kind. Such changes must
go hand in hand with changes in the substantive law dealing with
divorce. If "matrimonial causes" in section 51 (xxii. ) of the Constitution refers only to causes of the kind previously mentioned" then
they clearly require adjudication in accordance with the exercise of
the judicial powet of the Commonwealth. As such they must. be
subject to the restrictions to which the exercise of that power bas
been held to be subject There would be nothing against the appointment of welfare or marriage guidance officers to be available for
consultation with the courts. But if the matrimonial causes jurisdiction
continues to be vested in .State Supreme Courts pursuant to section
73 Cf. Mr. Justice Selby, "The Development of Divorce Law in Australia"
(1966) 29 ?vIed. LR. 473, 487; T. A. Pearce, "The Broken Maqiage-Is
Modern Divorce the AnswerT' in Divorce, Society and the Law (1969) 53, 67;
Mr Justice Barber, "Divorce-The Changing Law" in Divorce, Society and the
Law 69; H. A. Finlay, "The Broken Marriage and the Courts" (1971) 7 {JniY.
Q.L.J.23.
74 (1959) 25' H.R. Deb. 2709, 2739; cf. H. A. Finlay, ''The Broken Marriage
and the Courts" (1971) 7 Univ. Q.LJ. 23.
1sCf. Priest v. Priest (1963) 9 F.L.R. 384, 408, per Gowans J.
16 Barber, Ope cit., 82.
71 See n. 1S, supra.
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77 (iii.) of the Constitution, then it is clearly not competent for the Commonwealth to appoint any officers to be officers of those COUrts. 78 The
Commonwealth could then adopt the expedient which it adopted to
overcome the decision in Le Mesurier's case in relation to· the
bankruptcy jurisdiction and which was held to be valid in .Bond v.
George A. Bond and Co. Ltd79 and appoint Commonwealth officers
who, ·whilst strangers to the court, would be available to exercise
"such of the· powers, duties and functions of an.· administrative nature'
exercisable by the court as the court directs or authorises (them) to
exercise."80 In fact the Commonwealth) in conferring jurisdiction
upon a State court "takes the court as it finds it", to repeat the wel1known aphorism of Griffith C.J.,81 although as Barwick e.J. pointed
out in Kotsis v. Kotsis82 like all aphorisms it is as likely to mislead
as to assist. Any changes in law or procedure that the Commonwealth
might want to adopt in relation to matrimonial causes would have to
take account of that fact and ·fit into the framework of courts provided
by the States. The Commonwealth could of course try to persuade
the States to effect such changes themselves with the precedents of
"uniform legislation" passed in recent years in mind, and it may well
be that the States would be prepared to do so, particularly if the
Commonwealth were prepared to provide the necessary funds· that
might be occasioned by such new procedures. But unanimity is not
always easy to achieve in these matters83 and· there would not in any
case be any guarantee of continuity, should subsequent State governments change their minds.
Alternatively the Commonwealth could set ·up its own federal courts
to deal with matrimonial causes. This would permit the appointment
of experts as officers of these courts. But there could be no question
of any participation by such officers in the process of adjudication
upon matrimonial causes, if to do so were to exercise· the judicial
power of the Commonwealth. That power can be exercised only by
judges appointed for life or by State courts invested with federal
jurisdiction.84
Le Mesurier v. Connor (1929) 42 C.L.R. 481.
(1930) 44 C.L.R. 11.
80 Bankruptcy Act 1924·1929 (Cth), s. 23, substituted by the Bankruptcy
Act 1929.
81 Federated Sawmill, Tinlberyard and General Wood Worker~ Employees·
Association v. Alexander '( 1912) 15 C.L.R. 308, 313.
82 (1971) 45 A.L.J:R. 62,64.
83 Compare the "uniform" maintenance and adoption legislation.
84 Waterside Worker¥ Federation of Australia v. Alexander (1918) 25 C.L.R.
434, and compare Kotsis v. Kotsis (1971) 4S A.LJ.R. 62 and the cases cited
in D. 31, supra.
18
79
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Is it necessary, however, for divorce and matrimonial causes to
be dealt with in the exercise of judicial power at all? To answer this
question, it is necessary· first to look at what is meant by "judicial
power" and then to consider the nature of matrimonial causes in relation
to it, both as it has been treated in the past and as it might be treated
in the future. The first question is not easy to answer "for it has not
been found possible to frame an exhaustive definition of judicial
power".85 But much has been said about it and some of its essential
attributes have been stated or defined. It includes the power "to decide
controversies between s~bjects, or between [a sovereign authority] and
itssubjects".86 This in tum includes "the ascertainment of existing
rights by the judicial determination of issues of fact or law"87 to
which should be added the enforcement of these rights.88 What is
particularly noteworthy for the purpose of the present discussion· is
that the rights with the ascertainment of which the judicial power is
concerned are essentially pre-existing and not prospective rights89
and that the present structure of matrimonial causes law in Australia
still proceeds predominantly upon this basis of divorce as a judicial
remedy for a matrimonial wrong. The fault· concept thus determines
and dominates the procedure.
But in considering the impact and the limitation of the judicial power
in relation to the determination of matrimonial causes one should
bear· in mind that the starting point of the enquiry should be not "what
is a judicial function but what is meant by the judicial power of the
CommonweaIth'~.90 If matrimonial causes as presently treated fall
within that power, as seems clear, then the question to be asked is
"why?". When one has· the answer to that question it is possible
to decide the issue raised earlier, namely, whether matrimonial causes
need necessarily be dealt with in the exercise of judicial power.
85 The Queen v. Trade Practices Tribunal; Ex parte Tasmanian Breweries
Pty Ltd (1970) 44 A.L.J.R. 126, 128 per Kitto J.
8GHuddart Parker & Co. Pty Ltd v. Moorehead (1909) 8 C.L.R. 330, 357
per Griffith C.J.. , approved by the Privy Council in Labour Relations Board of
Saskatchewan v. John East Iron Works Ltd [1949] A.C.134.
87 The Queen v. Davison (1954) 90 C.L.R. 353, 369 per Dixon C.J. and
l\lcTiernan J.; cf. FuUagar J. at p. 376; Trade Practices Tribunal case (1910)
44A.L.J.R. 126, 128 per Kitto J.
88Trad~ Practices Tribunal case (1970) 44 A.LJ.R. 126, 134 per Me·nzies I.;
The Queen v. Davison (1954) 90 C.L.R. 353, 316 per Fullagar J.
89 (1954) 90 C.L.R. 353, 369 (per Dixon C.J. and McTiernanJ.),. 376
(per Fullagar J.. ); United Engineering Union v. Devanayagam [1968] A.C.356,
384-385 per Lords Guest and Devlin (dissenting, but not in these observations).
90 Trade Practices Tribunal case (1970) 44 A.L.I.R. 126, 135 per .Windeyer J.
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The answer is: because historically it has been so treated. That was
the view of Dixon C.J. and McTiernan J. in relation to bankntptcy91
and it is submitted that much that was said in .that case in relation to
bankruptcy will be found to. be equally applicable in the present
context in relation to nlatrimonial causes. In The Queen v. Davison,
Kitto J. put it more precisely, that the "distinction to be maintained
between powers described as legislative, executive and judicial," refers
"not to fundamental functional differences between powers, but to
distinctions generally accepted at the time when the Constitution was"
framed between classes of powers requiring different 'skills and professional habits' in the authorities entrusted with their exercise".92
Vl1.-- IlMatrimoniaICauses" without Fault

There are then at least two considerations that would support the
constitutionality of a restructuring of matrimonial causes so as to
eliminate the adversary character of the proceedings. If the pu~sts
should cavil at this proposition as a contradiction in terms, on the basis
that the definition of matrimonial cause necessarily implies a lis; it
seems at least incontrovertible that such a change could be brought
about under the divorce power of the Commonwealth, and that
ancillary proceedings, even though strenuously contested, could be dealt
with under the divorce power and the incidental power. For even as
to bankruptcy, the criminal origin and quasi-criminal character of
which have been stressed by Kitto J.93 and in relation to which his
Honour has said that though it might often involve no controversy
between the parties, it affected the relative position of persons whose
interests were opposed and that for that reason it required impartial
adjudication,94 his Honour seemed prepared to concede the constitutionality of a provision that might enable a debtor to bring about
his own bankruptcy in consequence of a purely administrative act by
an administrative official.9s SimilarlY7 Menzies J. in Lansell v. LanselLM
in relation to matrimonial causes, and Windeyer J. in the Marriage Act
case,97 in relation to the" marriage power, argued against confining the
legislative power of the' Commonwealth Parliament by reference solely
to the subject matter as it was recognised in 1901. Taylor J. in the
latter case held that the constitutional power as to marriage authorised
The Queen v. Davison (1954) 90 C.L.R. 353, 365..
921d., 381-382, and, to the same effect, 388 per Taylor J.
93Id.,383.
Mlbid.
B5Id.,384.
96 (1964) 110 C.L.R. 353, 369.
97 (1962) 107 C.L.R. 529, 576-577.
91

L
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laws defining, modifying and re-defining the legal incidents of marriage98
while Windeyer ].~ explicitly rejected as unwarrranted the limitation
to marriage implied by Hyde v. Hyde and Woodmansee9 9 and for a
dangerous moment even appeared to tremble on the· precipice of allowingpolygamy in Australia.1

But if bankruptcy could be treated otherwise than judicially, then
does not the same reasoning apply, a fortiori, to matrimonial. causes?
For here the rights of third parties do· not enter into the question to
anything like the same extent, if at all. True, it has traditionally been
held that, marriage being a matter of status, the state has an interest in
it, so as to take any changes in that status out of the usual category
of the. private rights existing between parties; additionally, the interests
of any children who, as a rule are not represented independently,
must be protected. But if divorce were to be dealt with, not on the.
basis of pre-existing rights, but of settling for the future the relationships of the parties inter se upon the basis of what is best in the
interests of the parties and of their children, yielding possibly quite
different results in cases involving seemingly similar facts, it would
be more appropriate to deal with it by a ministerial, rather- than a
judicial procedure. uTo say that .a thing may be done in the course
of the exercise of judicial. power is not to say that it may not be done
without the exercise of judicial power".% The view of Kitto J. in
Davison's case was in no way inconsistent .with the view of the
Chief Justice and of McTiernan J.; in that case, as an analysis of his
reasoningshows.3 For his Honour parenthetically allowed the possibility
that "it may ·be that a provision would be constitutionally valid which
enabled a debtor ·to bring about his own bankruptcy by applying to
an executive officer such as a Registrar in Bankruptcy for the performance.of some.purely administrative act ....""
It comes back, in the· end, to the framework adoptea by the substantive law. If divorce were to be based upon the considerations
that have gained acceptance since Blunt v. Blunt, it would become
obvious that any agency whatever entrusted with its administration
would be concerned, not with pre-existing rights, but with questions
of the public interest. But· "the public interest is a ·concept which
attracts indefinite considerations of policy that are more appropriate
DS/bid•.,560..561.

(1866) L.R. 1 P.&D. 130, 133.
(1962) 107 C.Lr.R. 529, 577.
2 The Queen v. Davison (1954) 90 C.L.R. 353, 368 per Dixon CJ.and
•. McTiernan J.
sId., 382-384, n. 93 supra.
4Id.,384.
99

1
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to law-making than to adjudication according to existing law".6 The
emphasis will be upon the -prospective consequences attaching to
determinations of new rights rather than predom.inantly upon preexisting.rights.6 The fact that such a tribunal will have to act judicially
in relation to some matters would not make it a judicial tribunal.'

If it is agreed that, as a matter of policy, it is desirable to take
divorce out of the courts, and that as a matter of law the Commonwealth
has the power to do so, it simply becomes a policy question what form
divorce should take. In one sense the case for divorce by consent
appears logically unanswerable. If it is a question of logic it would
indeed seem to be necessary to go beyond consensual divorce and
allow· divorce by the unilateral declaration of either party. For, if
marriage is based upon· mutual consent, then the withdrawal of that
consent by one party destroys the mutuality of the relationship and
thereby the relationship itself. The device of relying upon matrimonial
offences has, in the past, in a sense been nothing more than a device in
the nature of a rough rule of thumb to dete~e the very same
question, namely whether the mutuality of the marriage has been
destroyed. To say that consent is the basis upon which the whole
marriage relationship is founded is a platitudinous truths and the
law takes. great care to protect the freedom of consent, as the law
relating to nullity of marriage shows.9 The history of the law of
divorce, however, shows that the question of the withdrawal of that
consent which, if one could approach the question as merely- one of
principle, should have been all that mattered when considering the
termination of the relationship, has been completely overshadowed by
the quest for causation which must ultimately, so ·it was thought, lead
inexorably to the ascertainment and apportionment of fault. Historically,
fault may have been a useful device that enabled the conceptual breakthrough from indissolubility to be made. The way to such an approach
in English law had been opened, one would have. thought, by the
Reformation, when marriage ceased to be a sacrament, yet it was to
(, Trade Practices Tribunal case (1970) 44 A.L.J.R. 126, 139 per Windeyer I.;
cf.. the opinion of Owen J. at 142.
Gef. id., 144 (Walsh J.); United Engineering Workers' Union v. Devanayagam, per Lords Guest and Devlin [19681 A.C. 356, 384-5.
7 44 A.LJ.R. 126, 135, 136 peT Wind eyer J.
8 Cf. Stair's Institutions (1681 ed.) Book 1, Title N, para. 6: ". . • it is not
the consent of the marriage as it relatetb to the procreation of children that is
requisite; for it may consist though the woman be far beyond that date; but
it is the consent whereby ariseth that conjugal society, which may have the
conjunction of bodies as well as of minds, as the general end of the institution
of. marriage, is the solace and satisfaction of man."
9 Cf. Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-196 (Cth), s. 18(t)(d).
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take another three hundred years before indissolubility was finally
overcome. to
But fault has no place in modem thinking on divorce. It. has continued to have more effect upon ancillary relief, but even there its
days are numbered. It

VIIl.-Public Interest in the Stability of Marriage
All this is not to say that it is not more to the advantage of the
community that 'marriages should remain undissolved, provided that this
does not mean that the parties are compelled to remain together against
their will. In other words, m'arriage breakdown is socially undesirable,
as well as involving much person.al unhappiness to those affected by it.
It creates considerable social problems, it promotes juvenile delinquency
as a result of the breaking up of marriages, it leads to _economic disadvantage to most of·those involved, and to expense for the community
which may·· be forced to support or subsidise deserted wives and
children. Together with any further liberalisation of the divorce laws
should therefore go' a greater degree of support for any measures
designed to prevent marriage breakdown. The greater .availability of
10 I am ignoring the possibility that existed for obtaining dissolution by
private Act of Parliament which resulted .in 244 such dissolutions between 1715
and 1852, according to the 1850 Royal Commission on Divorce, as summarised
'Py the Morton Commission Report, .1956, Cmd. 9678, since that possibility
was an exception· to the proposition that divorce a vinculo was not generally
available on any ground.
,11Consider the developments of the past twenty .years, and compare this
"statement by Denning LJ. in Trestain v. Trestain [1950] P. 198, 202: ". . . the
fact that the husband has obtained this decree does not give a true picture
of the condnct of the parties. I agree that the marriage has irretrievably broken
down and that it is better dissolved. So let it be dissolved. But when it
.,. to maintenance, or· any of the other ancillary questions which follow on divorce,
then let the troth be seen", with this statement by Salmon L.J. in Tumath v.
Tumath (1970] 1 All B.R. 111, 114-115: "When a marriage has irretrievably
broken down and it is obvious that it will be dissolved it seems to me to be
wrong that a great deal of public time and money should be spent in deciding
which of the parties is to be granted the decree or whether perhaps. they should
both be granted a. decree. Still less.is a respondent obliged .to spend time and
money. in calling evidence whether or not .facts may exist which might theoretically entitle the court in its discretion to refuse a decree. Everyone knows
that until comparatively recently divorce cases have habitually been hotly
contested in public at great expense to the parties or to the legal aid fund
solely. for the purpose of securing a supposed benefit for one or other of the
parties in future maintenance or custody proceedings. This cannot in my view
serve any useful purpose and may indeed be properly regarded as contrary
to. modem concepts of public policy.'t, a..:t with the opinion of Sachs LJ. in
porterv. Porter [1969] 3 All E.R. 640, 644: "... it. is now commonly accepted
that a decree based on a matrimonial offence, whilst of course establishing the
,factum of that offence,. is often of little and sometimes of no importance in
reaching conclusions as to whose conduct actually broke up the marriage."
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marri~ge guidance facilities is one such measure that should be explored.
The present legal provisions have already been referred to.12 Not only
should the number of trained marriage counsellors be greatly increased,
but while compulsion seems undesirable as a general proposition, greater
inducements must be found for people· with matrimonial problems to
consult them. One proposal in that direction was recently put forward,
the result of which virtually amounts to a divorce ground of irretrievable breakdown, baSed upon an inquiry by two trained marriage
guidance counsellors.ls ·Other means of achieving this include much
greater publicity for marriage· guidance, for example by making the
legal profession more aware of what marriage guidance involves.lel If
divorce by consent or by. unilateral application is to be allowed, it
seems not unreasonable for society to say to the applicants that,
having regard to interests other than those of the applicants themselves
that are involved, society must satisfy itself that the marriage bas in
fact irretrievably broken down. Divorce therefore would not become
automatic upon application and due regard for the institution of
marriage would still underlie the work of. the .agencies. dealing with
divorce. A related. question is whether a moratorium on divorce should
be retained as it presently exists during the first three years of marriage
in relation to most grounds, subject to the leave of a judge in exceptional cases. IS This provision, another rule of thumb, has worked no
better than most such rules16 and there appears to be no good reason
why it should not be abolished, particularly since, if the marriage were
subject to scrutiny or inquisition, the question of its duration would
no doubt be one of the matters to be considered.

Marriage guidance should not stop there. For on the principle that
'prevention is better than cure, marriage guidance organisations have
developed extensive activities for pre-marital counselling. This, nowadays
usually called "family life education", provides for instruction or
preparation for marriage of people contemplating marriage. It can be.
offered either to engaged couples or to groups of young people who
may not yet have formed any specific marriage plans.
That the Commonwealth bas power to concern itself with marriage
guidance can hardly be in doubt, as the provisions in the MatrimonaI
nne 66, 67, 72.
Finlay and Lloyd Phillips, ~"A Sane Divorce Law for a Sane Society·'
(1970) 42 No.3 Aust. Quarterly 75.
14 Cf. a proposal by Mr Justice Toose for postgraduate education for
magistrates and practising lawyers on this subject made in a paper delivered at
a meeting of the Sydney University Law Graduates' Association in June 1969.
15 Matrimonial Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth), s. 43.
16 Cf.. H. A. Finlay, "The Unexceptional Exception'" (1970)· 1 A.C.L.R. 8t ...
12 Supra,
13 H. A.
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Causes Act relating to it ShOW.17 These provisions are clearly related to
, both the marriage and the divorce and matrimonial causes powers. The
extensions of the provision~ to encompass pre-marital counselling
would not seem to go outside these powers, although to the. writer's
knowledge, doubts on ·this question have been entertained.

In answer to these doubts it·· may be said first, that on the unanimous vie\v of all the Justices in the Marriage Act case,t8 it is clearly ,
competent for the Commonwealth to legislate on the solemnisation of,
preliminaries to and formalities of marriage, or on what Taylor J.
called the "form and requisites"19 and Windeyer J. the "primary' sense"
of marriage.20 If the Commonwealth should choose to make the solemnisation of marriage conditional upon the satisfactory completion of a
course of pre-marital instruction, there seems no reason why its
ability to do so should be questioned. Counselling 'could also be
Justified as· going to the second, aspect of marriage, the Commonwealth
power upon \vbich again was not questioned by the High Court. This
aspect includes the rights and duties of the spouses, the personal
relationships to which marriage gives rise, such as cohabitation, conjugal
society, consortium and the duties relating to the slipport and care
of children. Both these aspects of marriage have in fact always been
regarded as falling within the marriage power, even on the narrow
views held by authorities such as Harrison' Moore21 and. Anstey Wines22
who were'disinclined to regard the power as being comprehensive enough
to deal with a third, more remote class of matters· relating to and
consequential upon marriage, such as the legitimacy of children of
putative marriages, or questions involving property. But when con'sideriilg marriage guidance, it is suggested that we are not concerned
with this contentious third class of questions as to which there was
some disagreement in the High Court in the Marriage Act case, but
that our inquiry remains in the realm of theJirst and second categories.
Marriage ·guidance is concerned wit)l the preservation of marriage. It
may be regarded as ancillary to solemnisation and to the coming into
being of' the marriage relationship, in that it is aimed at cementing
that .relationship together. It is also directed to the second aspect, the
personal relationships of the parties inter se in the matter of consortium.
If that is. concerned with the· mutual rights and obligations of the
Matrimonial Causes Act 1959.. t966 (Cth) ,ss, 9..13.
(1962) 107 C.L.R. 529.
19Id.,560.
20ld.,579.
21 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia (2nd ed.) 474.
22 Legislative, Executive and Judicial Powers of the Commonwealth (3rd
217-218.
17
18
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spouses, marriage guidance is obviously closely related to reinforcing
the observance of these rights and obligations, .and in aiding spouses
both to render those obligations to, and to enjoy those rights at the
hands of, one another. The Common\vealth Matrimonial Causes Act
shows it to be the policy of the Parliament to arrest or reverse the
processes of marriage breakdown where possible, and provision is
made accordingly for the referral of parties to a marriage counsellor
and to resort to marriage. guidance where this seems appropriate.
In relation to pre-marital counselling or family life education, if it
be objected that being a matter of education it .cannot therefore be
within Commonwealth power at all, that view on examination must
appear to be far too restrictive. In the first place, the label "education"
is not a conclusive indicator of the power that is being resorted to.
Education is here used in a specialised sense and there is ample precedent to show that education in connection with a Commonwealth· power
may be a perfectly legitimate subject for the exercise of that power. So,
for example, it would not be suggested that the Commonwealth could
not conduct military training as a part of the exercise of its power with
respect to defence, .or that it could not train post office technicians
pursuant to the power relating to post and telegraphs. An even closer
parallel might be the organisation of English language classes to
immigrants as being ancillary to the exercise of the immigration power.

The nexus between facilitating courses of instruction about the
duties and incidents of the status of marriage to those contemplating
entry into that status and the power. to regulate those duties and incidents themselves seems to be sufficiently close to connect the former
to the latter. As Windeyer J. said in the Marriage Act case: "When
any enactment is challenged on the ground that it is outside the power
over a particular. subject, a decision whether or not that is so must
ultimately depend upon what exactly is the effect of the enactment upon
that subject, in this case upon marriage."23

'/X.-Conclusion
Many questions remain that have not .been discussed here. One such
question relates to the form that family courts should take and how
comprehensive they should be. Should one take a "widen .or a
"narrow" view:·. of their scope? Some would favour the inclusion of a
juvenile court jurisdiction on the ground that the problems encountered
23

(1962) 107 e.L.R. 529, 578.
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in that jurisdiction are frequently alSo encountered in relation to
divorce and other matrimonial causes. The knowledge of these· problems and their causes should therefore, it is argued, be at the disposal
of the judges and social workers who will staff the family court in
the various aspects ·of its ·work and whose expertise should be available
to ,deal· with all related problems. Against that vie,v it may argued
that the problems . dealt with in relation to juvenile offenders on. the
one hand, and to marriage breakdown on the other are sufficiently
disparate to justify their s.eparation, though there is no reason why the
knowledge that was gained in a case arising in one jurisdiction· should
not be made available, if it is adinissible, in a related case in the
other jurisdiction. There are after all other considerations involved,
such as the protection of interests of persons accused of offences-even
those of juveniles dealt with .in juvenile courts-which, one would
have thought, would still require the retention of a greater degree of
adherence to existing procedures than is desirable. in relation to
divorce.24, Another consideration that may militate against public
acceptance of a family court with which a juvenile· court is closely
associated could be the flavour of a criminal jurisdiction that such an
association would tend to give it. Such a .flavour could damage the
"image" of a family court and deter many from resorting to it. But
whatever decision is made, the details of such a scheme are. a matter.
that will have to be worked out by the Commonwealth AttomeyGeneral and his Department. It is to be hoped that in this he will have
the assistance of the State Attorneys-General. One of the .questions
that will require a decision on both federal and State levels is
what is to be done with the State jurisdiction in maintenance, custody
and guardianship of children and adoption. Even if the Commonwealth
extended· into some of these areas, some topics of family law would
remain outside its power, e.g. legislation in relation to illegitimate
children.25
But it is obviously desirable that all such matters should be dealt
with by the same persons whose knowledge and expertise in legal,
psychological and social welfare matters would be exercised upon similar
principles in similar cases,-regardless of the constitutional rubrics
24 Particularly in view of the serious consequences· that conviction even .in ·a
juvenile court may carry with it: see Re Walsh [1971] V.R. 33.
25 Although the gap has been narrowed to some extent by permitting power
under the Matrimonial Causes Act. iIi relation to some ancillary matters to
include certain illegitimate children as "a child of the marriage": Matrimonial
Causes Act 1959-1966 (Cth), s. 6(1)(c). Cf. R. Sackville and A. Lanteri, "The
Disabilities of lllegitimate Children in Australia: A Preliminary Analysis"
(1970) 44 A.L.J.S, 51, 63 n. 44.
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under which they had arisen.26 If necessary, the States might perhaps be
induced to hand over jurisdiction in residual State matters of family law
to the Commonwealth under the referral provisions of the Constitution.27
Such a reform of the legal and institutional provisions by which
the Australian community deals with marriage 1?reakdown and its
associated problems will necessarily take time and involve a great
deal of work of considerable complexity. It is to be hoped that this
work will be taken in hand as soon as .possible and that, when it
is taken in hand, the Australian legal profession will be invited to
participate. When human happiness. is at stake, laws that prevent or
impede its full realisation should not remain on the statute book, no
matter how hallowed by precedent and tradition. they may have been
in the past.

26 For example, in matters of custody, where, if they· continue to be .dealt
with judicially, particularly in contested cases, it is to be hoped that no decision
would be arrived at without expert psychiatric evidence having been taken, to
prevent the irreparable harm that may be done by a change of custody. Cf. N.
Michaels, "The Dangers of a Change of Parentage in Custody and Adoption
Cases" (1967) 83 L.Q.R. S47;H. A:'~Finlay and Stanley Gold, "The Paramount
Interests of the Child in Law and Psycbiatry~ (1971) 4S A.L.I. 82; Professor
H. K. Bevan in his inaugural lecture at the University of Hull, 1970 referred .
to 4S A.L.J. 54.
27 Constitution s. S 1(xxxvii.).

